Step Install

1) Set up your ramp door and Patio System.
2) Determine where you would like the steps located along the end of the Ramp Door.
3) Once you have determined the step location, place the step on the ramp door, making sure the receiver section on the step fully captures the ramp door both on the top and the bottom.

4) Pull the step back slightly from the patio for clearance, (approximately 1/8”).
5) With the step in place, locate the hat channels that come pre-attached to the step on the underside of the patio.

6) Using ¼-14 x 1” long self-tapping screws, along with a drill and 3/8” hex drive, screw the hat channels into place on the underside of the patio.
7) To remove the step from the patio, remove the pins from both side of the step that were attached to the hat channels you just screwed down and pull the step straight back off of the ramp door.

8) Below is a picture of what the bracket will look like once installed without the steps.